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Abstract. This paper relates an experiment in writing an algebraic specification of a rather complex 
example, namely a subset of the UNIX’ file system. The PLUSS specification language, which is 
used for this experiment, provides a set of linguistic features which allow the modularization of 
such specifications and the definition of a flexible and convenient syntax for expressions and 
axioms (such as mixtix operators, overloading, coercions). This experiment was a way for 
evaluating the adequacy of these features to several criteria: mainly legibility and understandability, 
but also reusability of specifications. The paper presents the specification and discusses it with 
respect to these important points. 
1. Introduction 
A specification is supposed to describe a future or existing system in such a way 
that the properties of the system (what the system does) are expressed, and the 
implementation details (how it is done) are omitted. Thus a specification language 
aims at describing classes of possible implementations. In contrast a programming 
language aims at describing specific implementations. 
Among the current formal approaches for specifications, algebraic specifications 
are especially appropriate: an algebraic specification defines a class of algebras (also 
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called models), i.e. a set of operations on various sets of values. An algebra is just a 
possible implementation of the sorts and operation names which occur in the 
specification. 
Often, algebraic specifications are written using notations that are very close to 
the mathematical notations for functions. A first minor consequence is a proliferation 
of parentheses. Besides, the combination of this mathematical notation with the 
axiomatic way of writing specifications frighten the non-mathematicians. 
Moreover, most of the time, there is an implicit requirement that these 
specifications must be executable, i.e. that the axioms must be written in such a way 
that they can be used as rewriting rules (when oriented from left to right), and that 
the resulting rewriting system is noetherian (term rewriting terminates after a finite 
number of rewriting steps) and confluent (any terminating sequence of rewriting 
steps applied to the same term leads to the same result). Our claim is that executable 
specifications are very useful, especially to detect design errors as soon as possible, 
but we strongly feel that executability is not (and should not be) the main goal of 
a specification process. Legibility is another very important criterion, among many 
other ones. 
In this paper we choose to focus on legibility. Legibility is a fundamental require- 
ment for industrial applicability of formal specification methods. We discuss the 
possibility of writing legible algebraic specifications and we illustrate our claim by 
a complex example. 
Just as any complex document, a large specification must be structured in order 
to be understandable. Moreover, the so-called “syntactic sugar” can be of first 
importance in this case. In Section 2 we briefly present these two aspects of the 
PLUSS specification language which are used in the rest of the paper. The choice of 
the example is discussed in Section 3: we wanted a sufficiently large and complex 
example in order to be credible, but then there is a risk to loose the reader in the 
description of the example. This is why we chose a system which is well-known by 
most of the computer scientists: the UNIX file system. The overall structure of the 
specification is given at the end of Section 3. Sections 4 to 6 are presentations of 
various modules of the specification. 
2. The PLUS algebraic specification language 
PLUSS means “a Proposition of a Language Usable for Structured Specifications”. 
This language provides a way of structuring algebraic specifications, i.e. any kind 
of specifications for which a formal semantics can be given in terms of a signature 
and a class of algebras (we shall see later that the user needs little knowledge of 
algebra). The original design of PLUSS was based on ASL [ 11, and the current version 
of PLUSS is the result of numerous experiments in writing large specifications: a 
PASCAL compiler [14], a telephone switching system [4, 7, 91, some protocols [S] 
and an interpreter of conditional rewrite rules [12]. An important aspect of PLUSS 
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is that it is, to some extent, a meta-specification language, since the structuring 
features are not (or little) dependent on the kind of basic algebraic specifications 
under consideration. In this paper we consider classes of partial algebras [lo], but 
one could also consider standard algebras, E,R-algebras [3] (such as in the ALEX~~"~~ 
variant [5]), exception algebras [2], etc. 
2.1. Basic concepts 
This part of the paper aims at defining, in an informal and (as far as possible) 
intuitive way, the main concepts of algebraic data types which are needed to read 
the rest of the paper. For a formal and complete presentation of these concepts see 
for instance [ 1,271. 
A signature (usually denoted by 2) defines a set of sorts and operation names; 
in PLUSS a signature also defines a set of predicate names. Some examples of usual 
sorts are: Integer, Bag,. . . . Each operation name comes with a list of sorts which 
states the sorts of its arguments and of its result. Each predicate name comes with 
a list of sorts which states the sorts of its arguments. According to the PLUSS syntax 
(see Section 2.2), examples of usual operation definitions are: 
_+_ : Integer * Integer + Integer, 
_plus the element_ : Bag * Integer + Bag; 
examples of usual predicate definitions: 
_is empty : Bag, 
-belongs to_ : Integer * Bag, 
Constants are just a special case of operations, without arguments. For instance: 
zero : + Integer, 
the empty bag : + Bag. 
A term (more precisely a E-term) is any valid composition of sorted variables, 
predicates and operations of ZZ, for example: B plus the element x. If there is no 
variable in a term, it is a closed term or a ground term, as in the example: the empty 
bag plus the element zero. 
Using the names of 1, it is possible to build E-terms from E-terms. According 
to the leading symbol (when the term is viewed as a tree), JZ-terms are of two kinds: 
functional terms such as the empty bag plus the element zero (the leading symbol is 
an operation name: plus the element) and predicative terms such as x belongs to the 
empty bag plus the element x (the leading symbol is a predicate name: belongs to). 
Axioms describe the required properties for the operations and predicates. They 
are first-order formulae built from functional and predicative terms, and logical 
connectors. As a consequence, specifications written in PLUSS are not necessarily 
executable. 
An algebra is characterized by one or several sets of values and some operations 
and predicates on these sets. An example of algebra is: the set of integers, addition, 
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Fig. 1. Inclusion of some useful classes of algebras. 
multiplication, and comparison predicates (less than or equal) between integers. 
Given a signature 2, a E-algebra is an algebra where sets, operations and predicates 
are named following the names of 2. Saying it in another way, it is any implementa- 
tion of the names of 2. Since we consider partial algebras, operations and predicates 
are partial ones. 
Among all the X-algebras, one distinguishes those satisfying a given set A of 
axioms (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, it is often sound to limit the set of values to be 
computable using the names of E. Such algebras are called finitely generated with 
respect to E. It means that any value of the algebra is denoted by a ground z-term. 
There is no junk among the values. The intersection of these two classes of algebras 
leads to the class GEN=,* of finitely generated algebras satisfying a given set A 
axioms (see Fig. 1). Under some restrictions on the kind of axioms used in the 
specification (e.g. if one restricts to equations or Horn clauses), this class GENZ,~ 
contains a distinguished element, defined up to isomorphism, the so-called initial 
algebra Iz,,A [19]. This algebra is characterized by the fact that two ground terms 
denote the same value in Zz,a if and only if it is the case for all algebras in GENT,., . 
There are no additional properties (i.e. properties that are not logical consequences 
of the axioms) verified by Zr.a. The initial algebra is isomorphic to the quotient of 
the ground term algebra by the smallest congruence relation compatible with the 
axioms. 
Very often, the initial algebra ZX,A (or more precisely, the class of isomorphic 
initial algebras) is considered as the semantics of an algebraic specification. However 
in a specification language, it is of first importance to consider the whole class of 
all possible implementations. Thus the semantics of a specification must not be 
restricted to be initial algebras, but it seems more natural to consider some class of 
(non-isomorphic) algebras. This takes into account the fact that a specific implementa- 
tion may have more properties than those strictly required by the specification. Such 
a semantics is said to be loose, and the PLUSS specification language follows this 
approach. Its syntax and semantics are described below. 
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2.2. Syntactical aspects 
The current PLUS concrete syntax is defined in [13]. The main aspects of this 
concrete syntax are given below. 
2.2.1. Signature 
To increase the legibility of the specifications, the PLUS syntax offers the possibility 
of choosing complete sentences as operation names or predicate names, with 
arguments inserted anywhere; this is illustrated in the following examples: 
-pruned at_ : Tree * Path + Tree, 
_plus the file-added under_ : System * File * Path + System. 
Overloading and coercion are allowed. Generally, overloading is used through 
different specifications to define operations with similar meanings on different sorts: 
_is empty : List, 
_is empty : Forest. 
Coercion can be used in two ways: 
- to express a conversion, as in: _ : Integer + Real; 
- to express the inheritance for subtypes, as in: _ : System + Directory (see Section 
4 for more details on this example). 
Union of sorts is allowed in domain and range of operations. The use of the union 
symbol in the domain may be thought of as an abbreviation for an overloaded 
operation. Thus the following definition: 
-plus_ : Forest * (Leaf u Tree) + Forest 
is an abbreviation for: 
-plus_ : Forest * Leaf + Forest, 
-plus_ : Forest * Tree + Forest. 
The use of the union in the range of an operation may also be thought of as an 
overloading, but in this case the overloaded operations are partial operations and 
their domains are disjoint, as in: 
the object at _in_ : Path * Tree + Leaf v Tree. 
In this case, the object at p in T is either of sort Leaf or of sort Tree, depending on 
the value of the path argument p. 
When the range of an operation is a union of sorts, a characteristic predicate _is 
a (name-of-sort) is automatically defined for each sort in the union. In the example 
above, the two following predicates are defined: _is a Leaf and _is a Tree. Predicative 
terms such as the object at p in T is a Tree can therefore be used in the axioms and 
in the preconditions. 
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2.2.2. Axioms 
Axioms are first-order formulae built from atomic formulae and the following 
connectors &, OR, +, iff. Atomic formulae are either equations (or disequations) 
between functional terms as in: the last name of (n/p) = the last name of p, or 
assertions on predicative terms using the metaconstructions is true and is false as 
in: n is a name is true, or p is a name is false; when there is no ambiguity is true 
can be omitted. The sorts of the variables occurring in the axioms must be declared, 
e.g. p : Path and n : Name. 
As a syntactical convenience, it is possible to use the union of sorts to define the 
sort of a variable as in: LT: Leaf u Tree. We will use it as an abbreviation when 
the set of axioms defining an overloaded operation is the same for all the possible 
sorts occurring in the union field of the domain, as for example in: 
(F plus LT) is empty is false. 
The axiom above is just an abbreviation for the two following axioms: 
(F plus X) is empty is false, 
(Fplus Y) is empty is false, 
where X: Leaf and Y: Tree. 
2.2.3. Preconditions 
When some operations are defined under some conditions, these conditions are 
expressed as logical expressions, and these expressions are listed in the precondition 
part using the is defined when construction. For example, in the PATH specification, 
a path is never empty since there is at least one name in a path, therefore the 
operation the last name of is always defined, but the operation thefirstpart of; which 
gives the original path but its last name, is not defined when a path is just a name. 
This will be expressed by: 
the$rst part of p is defined when p is a name is false 
As a syntactical convenience, we will use a construction: term1 is defined when 
term2 is defined, to avoid repetitions (this will be illustrated in the specification 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS: see Section 6). 
The preconditions (suitably instantiated) are implicit premises for each of the 
axioms where the partially defined operation occurs. A similar rule applies for 
preconditions. 
2.3. Structuring features 
The main characteristics of PLUS are described in [6, 16, 171. We briefly recall 
here the different constructs available in the language, they are detailed and illus- 
trated on the UNIX specification through Sections 4 to 6. 
The main originality of PLUS is to state a careful distinction between completed 
specification components and specification components under design. By completed 
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specification components we mean the following strong property: the class of 
possible implementations is fixed. Practically that means that such a specification 
component is either already implemented or may be implemented without taking 
care of its context (for instance the other components of a specification where this 
completed specification component is used). By specification component under 
design we mean a preliminary specification component where the signature and the 
axioms are not fully fixed and may be further refined: at this early stage, implementing 
the specification component is premature since the implementation choices may 
have to be reconsidered later, depending on the further refinements of the 
specification. These two kinds of specification components are differentiated by the 
keywords spec and draft. 
Completed specification components (introduced by the keyword spec) can be 
obtained by: an enrichment of already defined specifications by new sorts and/or 
new operations and/or new axioms, an instance of a parameterized specification, 
or the fixed form of a draft. Thus the primary specification-building primitives are 
enrichment and instantiation. In the next subsection we describe (un-parameterized) 
completed specifications and enrichment, i.e. the spec and use constructs. Param- 
eterization and instantiation (proc, param and as constructs) are described in Section 
2.3.2, drafts and the way they are fixed into specs are presented in Section 2.3.3. 
2.3.1. The spec and use constructs 
Standard specification components are introduced by the keyword spec. A spec 
associates with an identifier a signature and a class of models, and is characterized 
by the other used specs, the sorts, operations and predicates defined, the generators 
of the defined sorts and the preconditions and axioms. 
The use construct is a means for incrementally adding new features (sorts, 
operations, predicates) to already existing specifications. It is used to put 
specifications together and to develop specifications step by step. The following 
COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS specification (see Fig. 2) is a typical example of 
a spec built on top of another one, the NAMED-OBJECTS spec (which is not given 
here, but which is itself based on the NAME spec). 
By convention, using a spec must not change the class of its models. This 
fundamental property will be referred to as hierarchical constraints, and corresponds 
to the fact that, in order to be able to write modular specifications, it is necessary 
to abstract from the various possible implementations of the used specifications 
(hence from their models). For instance, using the NAMED-OBJECTS spec in the 
COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS spec should not lead to introduce new values in a 
sort which is defined elsewhere (e.g. the sorts Object or Name) or to identify some 
values. However, it is possible to introduce a new operation on the sorts of the used 
specifications, and to specify it in terms of already defined operations and/or 
recursively. 
Thus, when working with specs, new values can be specified only when new sorts 
are declared. For each new sort some generators must be given. All the values of 
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the corresponding set are denotable as some composition of the generators. Formally 
speaking, it means that the models associated with a spec are finitely generated 
models with respect to the generators of the new sorts. 
By default, the use specification-building primitive is transparent, for instance all 
the sorts and operations that are visible from NAME or NAMED-OBJECTS are visible 
from COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS. Visibility can explicitly be controlled by 
means of the export and forget primitives of PLUS when necessary. 
In order to avoid trivial models, i.e. models where all values are collapsed together, 
basic specification components (i.e. those which do not use any other specs) are 
specified with a specific construct basic spec, the semantics of which is restricted to 
the initial model (hence, axioms are restricted to equations or Horn clauses for 
these basic specifications). An example of basic spec is: 
basic spec CHAR 
sort Char 
generators 
a, A, b, B, c, C, d, D, e, f, F, g, G, h, H : + Char 
i, I, j, J, k, K, 1, L, m, M, n, N, o, 0, p, P:+Char 
q, Q, r, R, s, S, t, T, u, U, v, V, w, W, x,X, y, Y, z, Z:+Char 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9:+Char 
end CHAR 
Basic specification components are especially appropriate for defining enumerated 
types, such as for instance the set of fundamental colors. However, for such 
enumerated types, a more concise notation, called implicit sort definition, can be 
used. Thus, the implicit sort declaration {red, blue, yellow} can be used in any 
signature and is nothing but an abbreviation for the use of the following basic spec: 
basic spec COLOUR 
sort Colour 
generators 
red, blue, yellow: + Colour 
end COLOUR 
The specification COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS displayed in Fig. 2 (which is 
an obvious candidate for parameterization, see Section 2.3.2) is not part of our UNIX 
case study, but is used here as a tutorial example of the use construct, and also as 
an introductory example for the TREE specification (see Section 6). This COLLECTION- 
OF-NAMED-OBJECTS specification introduces a new sort Collection generated by the 
operations the empty collection and plus. 
2.3.2. Parameterization and instantiation 
Parameterization allows the use of generic specifications, hence saves writing as 
many specifications as instances of a given specification are required. For instance, 
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spec COLLECTION-OF-NAMED-OBJECTS 
“se NAMED-OBJECTS “this spec uses the spec NAME” 
sort Collection 
generators 
the empty collection : -f Collection 
_plus_ : Collection * Object- Collection 
operation 
-less the object named_: Collection * Name + Collection 
predicate 
_is empty: Collection 
axioms 
less1 : C is empty + C less the object named n = C 
less2 : n = the name of 0 + (C plus 0) less the object named n = C less the object named n 
less3:n# the name of 0 3 (C plus 0) less the object named n = (C less the object named n) 
plus 0 
isel : the empty collection is empty is true 
ise2 : (C plus 0) is empty is false 
where 
n : Name, C : Collection, 0 : Object 
end COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS 
Fig. 2. The COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS specification, 
writing a parameterized specification of SEQUENCE would save writing various 
specifications such as SEQ..• F-INT, SEQ-OF-CHAR, etc. 
Parameterization involves three different entities: a parameterized specification 
(introduced by the keyword proc), some formal parameter specifications (introduced 
by the keyword param), and an instantiation mechanism (as construct). Parameter- 
ized specifications share most syntactical aspects with ordinary specifications, e.g. 
they can use other specifications, they must include a declaration of the generators 
of the new sorts introduced, etc. 
The COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS introduced in the previous subsection can 
be parameterized, since we may want to parameterize it by the kind of named objects 
to be added to the collection, and then specialize the corresponding parameterized 
version depending on the specific kind of objects to be considered. This may be 
achieved by defining, instead of the COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS spec displayed 
in Fig. 2, a (similar) COLLECTION proc, parameterized by the NAMED-THINGS param 
which is a formal parameter specification (see Fig. 3). This parameterized 
specification COLLECTION can be later instantiated by the NAMED-OBJECTS spec to 
obtain a specification equivalent to the original COLLECTION-OF-NAMED-OBJECTS 
spec. 
The aim of a formal parameter specification is to describe the minimal require- 
ments that actual parameter specifications must fulfill in order to be considered as 
appropriate parameters for instantiation. In our case, the only requirement is that 
things are named. Thus, the formal parameter specification NAMED-THINGS uses 
the NAME specification, and introduces a new sort Thing and an operation the name 
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pro12 COLLECTION (NAMED-THINGS) 
sort Parameterized-Collection 
. . similar ro the spec COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS. . 
end COLLECTION 
param NAMED-THINGS 
“Se NAME 
sort Thing 
operation 
the name of: Thing + Name 
end NAMED-THINGS 
Fig. 3. The COLLECTION parameterized specification and the NAMED-THINGS formal parameter 
specification. 
of that, given some argument of sort Thing, returns its name (see Fig. 3). It should 
be noted that formal parameter specifications, described separately from the para- 
meterized specification, are not linked to a specific parameterized specification and 
can therefore be reused in other ones. Thus it is possible to have a library of params, 
including ORDERED-THINGS, THINGS-WITH-EQUIVALENCE, etc. 
Now that we have the parameterized specification COLLECTION, we can instantiate 
it using the NAMED-OBJECTS spec as an actual parameter for the NAMED-THINGS 
param. Basically, instantiation is no more than the substitution of the actual param- 
eter specifications to the formal parameter ones in the parameterized specification. 
This “substitution” is specified by a parameter passing mechanism called “fitting 
morphism”. This fitting morphism explains in which way the sorts and operations 
of the actual parameter specification (here, the sort Object and the operation the 
name of of the spec NAMED-OBJECTS) correspond to the sorts and operations of the 
formal parameter specification (here, the sort Thing and the operation the name of 
of the param NAMED-THINGS). Most of time no ambiguity arises [26] and the fitting 
morphism is left implicit, as is the case here (see Fig. 4). 
Once parameter passing is achieved, it is often convenient to rename sorts and/or 
operations following one’s own conventions or wishes. For instance we decide here 
to rename the sort Paramererized-Collection into the sort Collecrion, which leads to 
the spec INSTANTIATED-COLLECTION of Fig. 4. This later specification is equivalent 
to the COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS specification defined in the previous sub- 
section. 
SpeC INSTANTIATED-COLLECTION as COLLECTION (NAMED-OBJECTS) 
renaming Parameterized-Collection into Collection 
end INSTANTIATED-COLLECTION 
Fig. 4. The INSTANTIATED-COLLECTION specification. 
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It should be noted that renaming is a general feature of the PLUS specification 
language and its use is not limited to specifications obtained as an instance of a 
parameterized specification. Renaming can be combined with any of the PLUSS 
constructs. 
2.3.3. The draft construct 
In the previous subsections we have emphasized the fact that reusing some piece 
of specification should not modify its class of models (i.e. implementations). This 
property, that we have called hierarchical constraints, makes it possible to develop 
an implementation of some spec while reusing it in another spec at the same time. 
In that sense, spec and use are definitely good linguistic tools for structuring 
specihcations which are already stated and which are supposed to be fixed. 
However, this is not what is needed at the beginning of a specification process. 
At this early stage, hierarchical constraints may be too constraining, since they 
prevent any modification of the generators or of the properties these generators 
must fulfill. Most of the time, the set of values is not fixed at the beginning of a 
specification process, but the specifier only knows that some sorts and some 
operations are required, without further knowing which ones among these operations 
should be the generators (it may even be the case that the generators are not all 
present in the set of required operations and that they will be introduced later, 
during the specification process.. .). 
In order to take into account this methodological distinction between achieved, 
fixed specifications (specs) and specifications under development, the PLUS 
specification language provides a specific construct which allows modifications of 
the implementation class and which makes it possible to add new values, for instance 
by introducing new operations. These specifications of a new kind are called drafts 
and have a more flexible semantics than specs. 
The semantics of a draft is any model which satisjes the axioms. There are no 
generators associated with defined sorts. Thus there is no more limitation to the set 
of values computable by the generators. All the models are considered, even the 
non finitely generated ones. Such a concept fits quite well with the idea of a 
preliminary specification: at this stage, the class of possible implementations is very 
large and all values or operations are not expressed yet. 
As a consequence, PLUSS is more permissive with the way drafts are reused than 
for specs. Enrichment of a draft is done using the enrich construct, which is similar 
to the use one from a syntactical viewpoint, but is much more flexible from a 
semantical one, since any kind of new operations and new axioms can be added 
(as there are no generators). However, strict hierarchical constraints apply as soon 
as a draft uses some spec. 
When the development of some set of drafts is considered to be completed, these 
drafts can then be converted into specs by specifying, for each sort, the corresponding 
set of generators. This process is illustrated by the following example. 
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draft GENERAL-COLLECTION-OF-NAMED-OBJECTS 
"se NAMED-OBJECTS 
sort Collection 
operations 
the empty collection: --*Collection 
_plus_: Collection * Object --* Collection 
-less the object named_ : Collection * Name- Collection 
predicate 
_is empty: Collection 
axioms 
less1 : C is empty 3 C less the object named n = C 
less2: n = the name of 0 + (C plus 0) less the object named n = C less the object named n 
less3 : n # the name of 0 * (C plus 0) less the object named n = (C less the object named n) 
plus 0 
isel : the empty collection is empty is true 
ise2 : (C plus 0) is empty is false 
where 
n : Name C : Collection 0 : Object 
end GENERAL-COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS 
Fig. 5. The draft GENERAL-COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS. 
spec COLLECTION-OF-NAMED-OBJECTS 
from GENERAL-COLLECTION-OF-NAh:ED-OBJECTS 
generators 
the empty collection, -plus_ 
end COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS 
Fig. 6. The spec COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS, 
SpW NON-REDUNDANT-COLLECTION-OF-NAMED-OBJECTS 
from GENERAL-COLLECTION-OF-NAMED-OBJECTS 
generators 
the empty collection, _plus_ 
predicate 
_is already in_: Name * Collection 
precondition 
plus:C plus 0 is defined when the name of 0 is already in C is false 
axioms 
isalreadyl :C is empty + II is already in C is false 
isalready2: n = the name of 0 + n is already in (C plus 0) is true 
isalready : n # the name of 0 + n is already in (C plus 0) iff n is already in C 
where 
n : Name, C: Collection, 0 : Object 
end NON-REDUNDANT-COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS 
Fig. 7. The spec NON-REDUNDANT-COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS. 
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Assume for instance that we need another version NON-REDUNDANT-COLLECTION- 
OF-NAMED-OBJECTS of the COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS specification, where 
adding an object to a collection is undefined if there is already an object of the 
same name in the collection. This seems to be obviously achievable by introducing 
a new auxiliary predicate -is already in- and by adding a suitable precondition on 
the operation _plus_. However, doing this in a new spec using the COLLECTION-• F- 
NAMED-OBJECTS would be meaningless, since the hierarchical constraints would be 
violated. The right way to obtain the desired result is, first to define a prototype 
draft version (e.g. GENERAL-COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS) ofthe COLLECTION- 
OF-NAMED-OBJECTS specification, then to derive from it both the COLLECTION-• F- 
NAMED-OBJECTS spec and our NON-REDUNDANT-COLLECTION-• F-NAMED-OBJECTS 
spec. This process is illustrated in Figs. 5-7. 
3. Description of the subset of the UNIX file system to be specified 
3.1. The subset to be specijied 
In order to have a real, and still reasonably sized, example, the specification of 
the UNIX file system is restricted to the viewpoint a “standard” user have on it.* 
From a single user (single process) viewpoint, the UNIX file system is a single tree 
made of files and directories, where the user can move from place to place, display 
information, add and suppress subtrees or leaves (directories and files). The system 
and the directories have the same structure, i.e. they are trees whose nodes are 
directories and whose leaves are either files or directories (by the way empty 
directories are rather nodes than leaves). Of course, other directories than the system 
itself belong to the system.3 
Considering the whole system, the access path to a file or a directory is the 
absolute path from the root; considering the user’s viewpoint, a path may be absolute 
(from the system root) or relative (to the working directory). Moreover, the user 
may use the symbols “.” and “..“, building what we call “generalized paths”. Besides, 
at login time the working directory is automatically set to the home directory. This 
is summarized in Fig. 8. For more details see [22]. 
For the purpose of our example, it was not necessary to specify all the UNIX 
commands. Therefore only some representative commands have been expressed: 
one to change the working directory (cd), another one to display the content of a 
directory (Is) and some commands to create or remove directories (mkdir, rmdir). 
Access rights and dates of last modification are not specified, neither are the star 
convention nor the capability of linking files or directories. 
’ This subset is different from the one specified in [21] and [25] using respectively the COLD design 
language and the z specification language. 
’ Even if files and directories are implemented in the same way in UNIX, some commands that can 
be used with files cannot with directories and vice versa (e.g. rm and rmdir). Thus files and directories 
are considered as different abstract data types in our specification. 
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The whole specification is given in Appendix A. The paper presents and discusses 
the most interesting specification modules. Usual parameterized specifications, such 
as SET-OF (ITEM), LIST-OF (ITEM), etc. are just given in the appendix. 
3.2. Hierarchy of the speciJcation 
Considering the above remarks on the subset to be specified, the hierarchical 
organization of the specification is easy to understand: 
- The specification ONE-USER-VIEW defines the user’s viewpoint (i.e. single pro- 
cess, single user); it is parameterized by the home-directory which is a characteristic 
of a specific user. This specification is split into two levels: in a first step only 
absolute paths are considered; then, in the specification ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN- 
PATHS, generalized paths are considered. 
_ The ONE-USER-VIEW specification uses another specification: the one describing 
the system (SYSTEM). 
- The SYSTEM specification uses the DIRECTORY specification; DIRECTORY is an 
instance of a parameterized specification describing a special kind of trees and 
forests (where leaves are not of the same sort as the nodes and are described in the 
LEAF parameter); the LEAF parameter is instantiated by FILE, a simplified 
specification of the UNIX files. 
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- The TREE specification is decomposed into two parts: the first one (TREE) just 
describes the structure of a tree built from a name and a forest, while the second 
one (TREE-WITH-PATH) introduces the notion of a path from the root of a tree to 
one of its subtrees or leaves and the capabilities of adding or pruning subtrees or 
leaves. 
The exact hierarchy of the specification is given in Fig. 9. 
As a last remark, we must point out that in our specification, operation names 
have been chosen as close as possible to common English sentences, except for the 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS (the home directory : Path) 
ONE-USER-VIEW (the home directory : Path) 
1 
SYSTEM 
1 
TREE-WITH-PATH 
I 
! 
! 
TREE 
I 
/\ c 
LEAF 
i: 
: 
._._ 
..A. 
,..* 
‘-‘\ 
2 pamm 
Fig. 9. The hierarchical organization of the UNIX specification. 
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functions that are well-known UNIX commands. This is made possible by the syntax 
and will help reading and understanding the specification. 
4. The SYSTEM specification 
In this section, we illustrate the use of the spec and use constructs through the 
SYSTEM specification of our UNIX case study. 
As most of the specification modules described in this paper, the SYSTEM 
specification relies more or less on the PATH specification. PATH is just the instanti- 
ation NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (NAME) followed by a suitable renaming and the definition 
of two auxiliary operations: the first part of and the last name of (see Fig. 10). 
The SYSTEM specification (see Fig. 12) is defined as an enrichment of the 
DIRECTORY specification (see Fig. ll), and introduces a new sort System with the 
operations root, _plus thefile-added under_ and -plus the directory-added under_ as 
generators. It is at this level that, using appropriate preconditions, we introduce 
some basic distinctions between files and directories inherent to the UNIX philosophy 
(from some naive user viewpoint). One can compare for instance the preconditions 
plusf and plusd. 
The crucial point about the SYSTEM specification is the role of the coercion from 
the sort System to the sort Directory. This coercion reflects the fact that a UNIX file 
system is no more than a directory, the root of which is named ‘root’, and allows 
us to apply all operations defined on directories to a system. Thus this coercion 
spec PATH as NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (NAME) 
renaming 
List into Path 
add-to_ into _/_ 
first into the first name of 
tail into the last part of 
_is a singleton into _is a name 
operations 
the first part of: Path -+ Path 
the last name of: Path + Name 
precondition 
fp: the first part of p is defined when p is a name is false 
axioms 
fpl : p is a name is false + the first part of (n/p) = n/the first part of p 
fp2: p is a name is true =3 the first part of (n/p) = n 
In1 : the last name of n = n 
ln2: the last name of (n/p) = the last name of p 
where 
n : Name, p : Path 
end PATH 
Fig. 10. The PATH specification. 
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sorts Directory, Forest 
generators 
(_ _) : Name * Forest + Directory 
the empty forest: + Forest 
_plus_ : Forest * (File v Directory) + Forest 
operations 
the name of: Directory+ Name 
the content of: Directory+ Forest 
the name set of: Forest + Name-set 
the name set of: Directory + Name-set 
the son of-named_: Directory * Name + File u Directory 
-less the object named_ : Forest * Name + Forest 
the object at-in_ : Path * Directory + File v Directory 
-plus-added under_ : Directory * (File v Directory) * Path + Directory 
-pruned at_ : Directory * Path + Directory 
predicates 
_is an existing path of_ : Path * (File v Directory) 
_is a path to a directory in_ : Path * Directory 
_is empty: Forest 
Fig. 11. Main operations of the DIRECTORY signature. 
SpI32 SYSTEM 
“Se DIRECTORY 
sort System 
generators 
root: + System 
_plus the file-added under_ : System * File * Path + System 
-plus the directory-added under_: System * Directory * Path + System 
operation 
_ : System + Directory “Systems inherit from directories” 
preconditions 
plusf: S plus the file F added under p is defined when 
p is a path to a directory in S & the name of F # ‘root’ 
& [the name of F belongs to the name set of (the object at p in S) is false 
OR the son of (the object at p in S) named (the name of F) is a File is true] 
plusd : S plus the directory D added under p is defined when 
p is a path to a directory in S is true & the name of D# ‘root’ 
& the name of D belongs to the name set of (the object at p in S) is false 
axioms 
root : root = (‘root’. the empty forest) 
plusf: S plus the tile F added under p = S plus F added under p 
plusd: S plus the directory D added under p = S plus D added under p 
where 
p : Path, S : System, F: File, D : Directory 
end SYSTEM 
Fig. 12. The SYSTEM specification. 
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from a new sort (System) to an old one (Directory) corresponds to the inheritance 
of the properties of the old sort by the new one.4 
The preconditions on the generators express which directories can be considered 
as systems. The axioms describe the correspondence between systems and directories. 
5. The parameterized specifications TREE and TREE- WITH-PATH 
In this section, we illustrate the use of parameterized specifications through the 
TREE and TREE-WITH-PATH specifications of our UNIX case study. 
Due to the simplifications made on our UNIX subset (see Section 3), a UNIX file 
system can be viewed as some kind of tree. The nodes of this tree may have an 
arbitrary number of unordered sons, which may be of two kinds: either directories 
or files. It is therefore natural to specify a UNIX file system as an instance of a 
general-purpose, parameterized specification of trees. Among the various parameter- 
ized specifications of trees one can imagine to be present in a library of standard, 
commonly used specifications, we have to choose a specification of trees where a 
node may have an arbitrary number of sons and where nodes and leaves are named 
(since directories and files are). 
An example of a suitable specification is provided by the parameterized 
specification TREE (see Fig. 14). This specification is parameterized by the LEAF 
formal parameter specification, which is intended to be instantiated later by some 
FILE specification (in our case). 
Here, the only requirement about the formal parameter LEAF is that leaves are 
named. Thus, the formal parameter specification LEAF is similar (up to renaming) 
to the param NAMED-THINGS introduced in Section 3 (see Fig. 13). 
The TREE proc (see Fig. 14) introduces two new sorts Tree and Forest which are 
mutually recursively generated by the operations (_._), the empty forest and plux5 
Note that the overloading of the plus operation as well as the use of the overloaded 
variable LT allow us to write the axioms in a very concise way. Note also that at 
4 Due to this coercion from System to Directory and the hierarchical constraints, the preconditions 
plusj and plusd can be reduced to the part strictly devoted to the basic distinctions between files and 
directories, i.e. one could have specified these preconditions as follows: 
plusf: S plus the jile F added under p is defined when the name of F # ‘root’ & 
[the name of F belongs to the name set of (the object at p in S) is false 
OR the son of (the object at p in S) named (the name of F) is a File is true] 
plusd : S plus the directory D added under p is defined when the name of D # ‘root’ & 
the name of D belongs to the name set of (the object at p in S) is false 
without changing the meaning of the specification (since the parts omitted in the preconditions above 
must hold for directories, they are induced by the coercion from System to Directory for systems). We 
introduced some redundancies for understandability reasons. 
5 It is clear from the remarks above that this specification is similar to the COLLECTION-OF-NAMED- 
OBJECTS specification defined in Section 2.3.1. But we cannot reuse this specification, nor the parameter- 
ized specification COLLECTION, since it will result in a recursive specification. For sake of simplicity, 
this is not possible in PLUSS. However, we reuse an important part of the text up to renaming. 
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p2lraIll LEAF 
"Se NAME 
sort Leaf 
operation 
the name of: Leaf+ Name 
end LEAF 
Fig. 13. The LEAF formal parameter specification. 
PrOC TREE (LEAF) 
"Se NAME-SET 
sorts Tree, Forest 
generators 
(_ . _) : Name * Forest + Tree 
the empty forest: + Forest 
_plus_ : Forest * (Leaf u Tree) + Forest 
operations 
the name of: Tree + Name 
the content of: Tree + Forest 
the name set of: Forest + Name-set 
the name set of: Tree + Name-set 
the son of-named_ : Tree * Name + Leaf u Tree 
-less the object named_ : Forest * Name + Forest 
predicate 
_is empty : Forest 
precondition 
son: the son of T named n is defined when n belongs to the name set of T 
axioms 
na:the name of (n. F)=n 
co: the content of (n F’) = F 
less1 : F is empty + F less the object named n = F 
less2 : n = the name of LT 
+ (F plus LT) less the object named n = F less the object named n 
less3 : n#the name of LT 
=S (F plus LT) less the object named n = F less the object named n plus LT 
nsl : the name set of the empty forest = the empty set 
ns2 : the name of LT belongs to the name set of F 
=S the name set of (F plus LT) = the name set of F 
ns3 : the name of LT belongs to the name set of F is false 
+ the name set of (F plus LT) = the name set of F plus the name of LT 
ns4: the name set of T= the name set of the content of T 
son1 : n’ = the name of LT 3 the son of (n F plus LT) named n’ = LT 
son2: n’#the name of LT 
+ the son of (n . F plus LT) named n’= the son of (n F) named n’ 
isel: the empty forest is empty is true 
ise2 : (F plus LT) is empty is false 
where 
n, n’: Name, L: Leaf, T : Tree, F: Forest, LT: Leaf u Tree 
end TREE 
Fig. 14. The TREE parameterized specification. 
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the level of this general-purpose parameterized specification, no further distinction 
is made between trees (directories) and leaves (files). Appropriate distinctions will 
be introduced, once TREE is instantiated, by means of preconditions (see the 
preconditions plusf and plusd of the SYSTEM specification, Fig. 12, Section 4). Due 
to the loose semantics of PLUSS, it is not necessary to specify whether or not two 
sons can have the same name: the observation of the trees via the son of_named_ 
operation provides the desired behaviour (from axioms son1 and son.?, the last 
added object of name n is retrieved). 
We now need to introduce some notion of path in order to give the ability to 
access to or to modify some subtree (possibly restricted to a leaf) of a given tree at 
some address (i.e. path). This is the purpose of the TREE-WITH-PATH parameterized 
specification, which is designed as an enrichment of the PATH specification and of 
the TREE parameterized specification. Besides, it introduces three new operations: 
the object at -in_, -plus-added under_, and -pruned at_ (see Fig. 15). All these 
operations are defined only if the given path is correct, i.e. if p is an existing path 
of T This predicate is defined by the four axioms existl-4. The first one comes from 
the natural convention that a path in a tree begins with the root of the tree. The 
second one expresses the fact that a path nlf n2 is an existing path of a tree T if 
and only if nl is the name of T, and there exists a son of T (leaf or tree) named 
n2. The next two express that a path of length greater than two, nl /n2/p, is an 
existing path of T if and only if: nl is the name of T, there exists a son Tl of T 
named n2, and n2/p is an existing path of Tl. 
As the object at p in T may be of sort either Leaf or Tree, we use in the axioms 
and preconditions the characteristic predicates is a Leaf and is a Tree when necessary 
(see Section 2.2). 
The operations -plus-added under_ and -pruned at_ are mutually recursively 
defined. In order to better understand how this is specified, we explain the axioms 
plus3 and prun2 with the help of the example in Fig. 16 (axioms plusl, plus2 and 
prunl are just special cases when paths are made of one or two names). 
Assuming the initial tree T is the one shown in Fig. 16(a) where a subtree LT 
(Fig. 16(b)) has to be added at path nl/nZ/n3 (p = n3), the result is the tree T3 
shown in Fig. 16(c). Following the right-hand side of the axiom pZus3, this result is 
obtained by replacing the subtree Tl (Fig. 16(a)) by the subtree T2 (Fig. 16(c)). 
Informally speaking this could be expressed (without taking care ofthe exact location 
for pruning and grafting) by: T3 = T - Tl + T2, where T2 = Tl + LT (LT added at 
the right place in Tl, i.e. at n2/n3). 
Similarly, assuming that the initial tree is the tree T3 shown in Fig. 16(d) and 
that we want to remove the subtree LT at path nlln2/n3/n4 (here p = n3/n4), the 
result will be the tree T shown in Fig. 16(a). Informally, the axiom prun2 expresses 
that: T = T3 - T2 + Tl where Tl = T2 - LT. 
It is also convenient to introduce a predicate -is a path to a tree in_, which is 
useful to know whether it is possible to add a subtree under some path. 
Now that we have the parameterized specification TREE-WITH-PATH, we can 
instantiate it using the FILE specification (cf. Fig. 17) as an actual parameter for 
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LEAF. Once parameter passing is achieved, we rename the sort Tree into the sort 
Directory, which leads to the spec DIRECTORY of Fig. 18. This renaming automatically 
induces a renaming of the characteristic predicate is a Tree into is a Directory, while 
the fitting morphism induces a renaming of the characteristic predicate is a Leaf 
into is a File. 
,NOC TREE-WITH-PATH (LEAF) 
forget the son of-named_ 
“se TREE (LEAF), PATH 
operations 
the object at-in_ : Path * Tree + Leaf u Tree 
-plus-added under_ : Tree * (Leaf u Tree) * Path + Tree 
-pruned at_ : Tree * Path+ Tree 
predicates 
_is an existing path of_: Path * Tree 
_is a path to a tree in_ : Path * Tree 
preconditions 
obj : the object at p in T is defined when p is an existing path of T 
plus : T plus LT added under p is defined when p is a path to a tree in T 
prun :T pruned at p is defined when 
p is a name is false 81 p is an existing path of T is true 
axioms 
exist1 : nl is an existing path of T iff nl = the name of T 
exist2: nl/n2 is an existing path of T 
iff nl = the name of T & n2 belongs to the name set of T 
exist3 : n2 belongs to the name set of T is false 
=3 nl/n2/p is an existing path of T is false 
exist4: n2 belongs to the name set of T 
+ nl/n2/p is an existing path of T 
iff nl = the name of T & n2/p is an existing path of the son of T named n2 
path : p is a path to a tree in T 
ilT p is an existing path of T & the object at p in T is a Tree 
obj : the object at nl in T= T 
“due to the preconditions, nl is the name of T” 
obj2: the object at nl/p in T= the object at p in the son of T named (the first name of p) 
plus1 :T plus LT added under nl = (nl the content of T plus LT) 
plus2:T plus LT added under nl/n2 
=T pruned at nl/n2 
plus (the object at nl/n2 in T plus LT added under n2) 
added under nl 
plus3 : T plus LT added under nl/n2/p 
= T pruned at nl/n2 
plus (the object at nl/n2 in T plus LT added under n2/p) 
added under nl 
prunl : T pruned at nl/n2 = (nl . the content of T less the object named n2) 
prun2:T pruned at nl/n2/p 
= T pruned at nl/n2 
where 
plus (the object at nl/n2 in T pruned at 112/p) 
added under nl 
T: Tree, LT: Leaf u Tree 
Fig. 15. The TREE-WIW-PATH parameterized specification. 
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LT 
n4 
cl%3 
b 
T3 
d 
Fig. 16. How the TREE-WITH-PATH operations are defined. 
SpeC FILE 
use NAME,LIST-OF (CHAR) 
renaming List into Content 
sort File 
generator 
(- -) : Name * Content + File 
operations 
the name of: File + Name 
the content of: File+ Content 
axioms 
na:thenameof(n.c)=n 
co: the content of (n c) = c 
where 
n : Name, c: Content 
end FILE 
Fig. 17. The spec FILE. 
SpeC DIRECTORY as TREE-WITH-PATH (FILE) 
renaming 
Tree into Directory 
_is a path to a tree in_ into _is a path to a directory in_ 
end DIRECTORY 
Fig. 18. The DIRECTORY specification. 
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6. The ONE-USER-VIEW specifications 
The single user view of the UNIX file system is given in two steps. First, the 
ONE-USER-VIEW spec is defined, using the SYSTEM specification. It is there that the 
“uNtx-like” operations are specified. However, only absolute paths are allowed as 
operands of these operations. In the second step, the ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN- 
PATHS spec is defined, where generalized paths, i.e. paths relative to the working 
directory or paths including the “.” and “..” symbols, are introduced. 
The ONE-USER-VIEW spec (see Fig. 19) is parameterized by the home directory of 
the user, which is a constant operation of sort Path. For such a simple formal 
parameter specification, the concise notation used in Fig. 19 is just an abbreviation 
for the following formal parameter specification: 
param HOME-DIRECTORY 
use PATH 
operation 
the home directory : + Path 
end HOME-DIRECTORY 
A user view is specified as being a tuple made of the current state of thejle system 
and of the working directory of the user. The uv precondition expresses that at any 
time the path to the working directory of the user must be an existing path of the 
file system, and that the actual parameter (i.e. the home directory of the user) must 
also be an existing path of the file system. 
The cd and Is operations are overloaded, according to the fact that, in UNIX, the 
user may use either a path as argument or no argument at all (as said above, we 
consider only absolute paths at this level). These operations are defined by means 
of the similar operations defined in the SYSTEM specification. The cdl axiom states 
that when used without argument the cd command restores the working directory 
to be the home directory. In the case of the Is command, providing no argument is 
equivalent to providing the working directory as argument: this is specified by the 
axiom 1~1. 
The ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS spec (see Fig. 20) uses the ONE-USER-VIEW 
spec above and the GEN-PATH spec. This last spec just states that generalized paths 
are lists of names, or of “.” and “..” symbols (see the appendix). This is only a 
syntactical specification of generalized paths, since the semantics of such paths is 
strongly dependent of the working directory and of the content of the file system. 
Thus, the aCtUa1 SemantiCS of generalized paths iS given itI ONE-USER-VIE W- WITH-GEN- 
PATHS, by the actual-path operation which computes an absolute path from a 
user-view (i.e. a working directory and a system) and a generalized path. Of course, 
this operation is partial, since some lists made of names, “.“, and “..I’ do not 
correspond to an actual path. The definition domain of actual-path is given by the 
act precondition, which uses an auxiliary total operation: aux-actual-path. This 
operation returns the value wrong-path when there is no absolute path corresponding 
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pm ONE-USER-VIEW (the home directory: + Path) 
forget 
(_ _): System * Path + User-view, 
root, _plus the file-added under_, _plus the directory-added under_, 
-plus-added under-, -pruned at-, 
(_ . _) : Name * Forest + Directory, the empty forest, 
-plus_ : Forest * (File v Directory) -) Forest 
USt?SYSTEM 
sort User-view 
generator 
(_ _) : System * Path + User-view 
operations 
the system of: User-view + System 
pwd : User’view + Path 
cd: User-view + User-view 
cd : User-view * Path + User-view 
Is : User-view + Name-set 
Is: User-view * Path + Name-set 
mkdir: User-view * Path + User-view 
rmdir :User-view * Path + User-view 
“Add here other UNlX commands.” 
preconditions 
uv : (S . p) is defined when 
p is a path to a directory in S 
& the home directory is a path to a directory in S 
cd: cd((S . p), p’) is defined when p’ is a path to a directory in S 
Is: Is((S . p), p’) is defined when p’ is an existing path of S 
mkdir: mkdir((S . p), p’) is defined when 
p’ is a name is false 
& S plus the directory (the last name of p’ the empty forest) 
added under the first part of p’ is defined 
rmdir: rmdir((S p), p’) is defined when 
P’#P 
axioms 
& p’ is a name is false 
& p’ is a path to a directory in S is true 
81 the content of the object at p’ in S is empty is true 
sys : the system of (S p) = S 
pwd : pwd(S . p) = p 
cdl : cd(S . p) = (S the home directory) 
cd2: cd((S . p), p’) = (S . p’) 
Is1 : Is(S . p) = the name set of the object at p in S 
ls2: the object at p’ in S is a Directory 
=$ Is((S p), p’) = the name set of the object at p’ in S 
Is3 : the object at p’ in S is a File 
=+ Is((S . p), p’) = the empty set plus the last name of p’ 
mkdir: mkdir((S p), p’) 
= S plus the directory (the last name of p’ the empty forest) 
added under the first part of p’ 
rmdir : rmdir((S p), p’) = S pruned at p’ 
where 
S : System, p, p’: Path 
end ONE-USER-VIEW 
Fig. 19. The ONE-USER-VIEW parameterized specification. 
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proc ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS (the home directory:+Path) 
forget actual-path, aux-actual-path, _ -+_ 
use ONE-USER-VIEW (the home directory: + Path), GEN-PATH 
operations 
actual-path : User-view * Gen-path + Path 
cd: User-view * Gen-path --) User-view 
1s: User-view * Gen-path + Name-set 
mkdir :User-view * Gen-path + User-view 
rmdir : User-view * Gen-path + User-view 
“Add here other UNIX commands where each argument of sort Path is replaced by an argument of sort 
Gen-path” 
_ + _ : Path * Name + Path 
aux-actual-path: System * Path * Gen-path-, Path u {wrong-path] 
preconditions 
act: actual-path (uv, gp) is defined when 
gp is empty is false & aux-actual-path (the system of uv, pwd(uv), gp) is a Path is true 
cd : cd(uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & cd(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
Is: is(uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & Is(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
mkdir: mkdir(uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & mkdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
rmdir: rmdir(uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & rmdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
axioms 
cd: cd(uv, gp) = cd(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
Is:ls(uv, gp) = Is(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
mkdir: mkdir(uv, gp) = mkdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
rmdir: rmdir(uv, gp) = rmdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
plus1 : p is a name is true =2 p f n = p/n 
plus2: p is a name is false 
3 p+ n = the first name of p/(the last part of p+ n2) 
act1 : first(gp) = ‘root’ 
3 actual-path (uv, gp) = aux-actual-path (the system of uv, ‘root’, tail(gp)) 
act2: first(gp) # ‘root’ 
+ actual-path (uv, gp) = aux-actual-path (the system of uv, pwd(uv), gp) 
auxl : gp is empty is true & p is an existing path of S is false 
3 aux-actual-path(S, p, gp) = wrong-path 
aux2 : gp is empty is true & p is an existing path of S is true 
+ aux-actual-path(S, p, gp) = p 
aux3 :gp is empty is false & p is a path to a directory in S is false 
+ aux-actual-path(S, p, gp) = wrong-path 
aux4:gp is empty is false & p is a path to a directory in S is true 
[first(gp) = =+ aux-actual-path (S, p, gp) = aux-actual-path (S, p, tail(gp))] 
& [first(gp) =. & p is a name is false 
3 aux-actual-path (S, p, gp) = aux-actual-path (S, the first part of p, tail(gp))] 
& [first(gp) =. & p is a name is true “p = ‘root”’ 
+ aux-actual-path (S, p, gp) = aux-actual-path (S, ‘root’, tail(gp))] 
& [first(gp) # . & first(gp) # 
=3 aux-actual-path (S, p, gp) = aux-actual-path (S, p+first(gp), tail(gp))] 
where 
uv : User-view, S : System, p : Path, gp: Gen-path, n : Name 
end ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
Fig. 20. The ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS parameterized specification. 
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to the given user view and the given generalized path. wrong-path is of sort {wrong- 
path} which is an example of an implicit sort (see Section 2.3.1) with only one value. 
7. Discussion 
The PLUS specification of our UNIX case study may be considered from three 
main viewpoint. The first one is the relevance of the PLUS specification-building 
primitives, the second is the legibility aspects and the third one is the reusability 
aspects. In the following subsections we successively examine these three topics. 
7.1. Adequacy of the PLUS specrjication-building primitives 
In the UNIX case study developed in this paper, most of the specification-building 
primitives of PLUSS have been used in the various parts of the whole specification. 
This is a first argument in favor of the expressiveness power of the PLUSS specification 
language, and this observation is strengthened by the other experiments performed 
with the PLUSS specification language [4, 7, 8, 121. 
Visibility control is clearly needed as a feature of the language, since specifying 
in the large raises the same problems as programming in the large, but was not 
much used here due to the selfcontained aspects of our case study. Embedding this 
UNIX specification in a larger one would probably require the use of the visibility 
control primitives in order to avoid name clashes. 
The way the various specification-building primitives may be combined in a both 
flexible and rigorous manner makes it possible to structure large specifications in 
a convenient way. This is reflected by the relatively small size of each of the 
specification components necessary to the whole specification. 
7.2. Legibility aspects 
The main goal of the experiment reported here was to show that formal 
specifications can (and should) be legible, even by someone who is not too familiar 
with the underlying formalism. The points we would like to discuss here are how 
far the resulting specification is legible or not, how far legibility considerations 
interact with the specification process or the specification design, and what are the 
methodological or linguistic tools necessary to achieve legibility. 
We feel that the resulting specification is fairly legible. Most of the axioms 
(especially the preconditions) contained in the specifications can be read (hence, 
understood) as English sentences; each specification piece is quite small and its 
meaning and role can therefore be easily figured out. However, it is clear that the 
whole specification cannot be understood without a minimum knowledge about 
algebraic specifications or about the semantics of the PLUSS specification-building 
primitives. But once this minimum knowledge is acquired, understanding the UNIX 
specification is fairly easy. To be honest, some axioms remain difficult to understand: 
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most of the time, it comes from the systematic use of recursive definitions for 
enumeration purposes; as a remedy, we consider the possibility to introduce 
“enumerators” similar to the CLU iterators [23] into axiomatic specifications. 
Another conclusion drawn from this experiment is that having legibility consider- 
ations in mind has strongly influenced the specification design. Taking legibility 
into account led us to numerous modifications of earlier design decisions until we 
feel a satisfactory enough result was obtained. 
Legibility was obtained both by means of linguistic tools and by methodological 
considerations. Some of the linguistic tools were already present in the PLUSS 
language, such as the user-defined flexible syntax for operations or the capability 
of overloading operations. Others were the result of minor modifications of the 
concrete syntax: outlining of the generators clause, more expressive syntax for 
predicates (is false, is true) and preconditions (is defined when), use of overloaded 
variables to obtain more concise axioms, introduction of characteristic predicates. 
Following an idea of Mosses [24], we have deliberately chosen a verbose style 
for operation names. In order to have English sentences when composing the 
operations in the axioms, the names are chosen following few simple rules: when 
an operation expresses the evolution of an object (the same sort occurs in the domain 
and range of the operation) the sort of this object should be the first one in the 
domain (in case of Cartesian product), the operation name should contain the 
participle of a verb describing the operation and the first operand should be the 
subject (e.g. Tpruned atp, Tplus LTadded underp); for predicate names we choose 
assertions (e.g. p is an existing path of T); for such operations as projections on a 
previously defined sort, we choose a nominal group followed by some appropriate 
preposition (e.g. the name set of& the object at p in T). It is clear that this verbose 
style could be inconvenient for a specialist working on the specification: this led to 
the classical idea of verbose and concise versions of the same specification. 
We have systematically preferred predicates to boolean functions, and last but 
not least we were not concerned with the executability of our specifications (since 
we claim that specifications describe classes of implementations, they should not 
necessarily be executable; this contrasts with specifications written in high-level 
executable specification languages, such as OBJ [15] or RAP [18, 201). Anyway, it 
turns out that all our specifications may easily be transformed into executable ones. 
7.3. Reusability aspects 
As explained in Section 3, the case study specified in this paper has been simplified 
in order to be small enough to be completely specified. However, a subsidiary 
question is how far the specification given here can be extended in order to take 
into account other aspects of UNIX, e.g. links, access rights, etc. A nice answer would 
be that the specification-building primitives are the right way to ensure component 
reusability, and that it is sufficient to embed our simplified specification in a richer 
one to take into account the simplifications we have made so far (i.e. to write 
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specifications using the ONE-USER-VIEW specification and defining links, access 
rights, etc.). Unfortunately, it turns out that specifying links deeply change the 
underlying structure, since we no more need trees but dags (directed acyclic graphs). 
As soon as TREE is used in ONE-USER-VIEW, this change cannot be introduced 
afterwards: hiearchical constraints prevent the user from changing the properties 
of the generators. The only way is to replace TREE by a DAG parameterized 
specification, then to make a DAG-WITH-PATH parameterized specification, etc.: the 
components used by TREE can be reused and the components which reuse TREE 
must be modified. A similar conclusion holds for the addition of access rights, even 
if this addition is simpler. 
These conclusions are not surprising, they are natural consequences of the seman- 
tics of the spec and use constructs: the semantics of a spec is the class of all possible 
implementations of this specification; in order to allow independent program 
developments for the various spec components of a specification, the use construct 
does not modify this class of implementations. Obviously, the modifications above 
introduce important changes in the class of possible implementations of ONE-USER- 
VIEW and its components. However, some parts of the text of the specification 
remain unchanged or slightly modified: the conclusion above does not prevent 
textual reusability. By the way, the right solution would be to write systematically 
drafts and then to fix them as specs. In this case, the drafts can be reused and 
enriched to take into account links and access rights, and then fixed as specs. 
8. Conclusion 
There is an old suspicion about algebraic specifications: are they applicable to 
large and complex examples? This paper, together with previous case studies already 
mentioned, definitely gives a positive answer. 
Another reproach against this kind of specification is that they are difficult to 
understand. Our position on this point is that understandability and legibility can 
be significantly improved as soon as they are stated as a main objective of the 
specification process and that specific linguistic tools are provided. After all, efficient 
programs are generally not easy to understand, and programmers have often to 
choose between efficiency and clarity (among many other criteria). From the experi- 
ment reported here, we think that similar dilemmas occur when writing specifications. 
Our claim is that when dealing with formal specifications, understandability and 
legibility should prevail, which may imply to give up, in some cases, executability 
aspects. 
Appendix A 
This appendix is organized as follows: first we give the general-purpose 
specifications, and then the specifications of the UNIX case study. In both cases, 
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specifications are listed in alphabetic order. In a last part we give a glossary of all 
sorts and operations defined, together with the relevant specification name. 
A.1. General-purpose specifications 
basic spec CHAR 
sort Char 
generators 
a, A, b, B, c, C, d, D, e, E, f, F, g, G, h, H, i, I, j, J, k, K, I, L, m, M : + Char 
n, N, o, 0, P, P, q, Q, r, R, s, S, t, T, u, U, v, V, w, W, x, X, y, Y, z, Z:+Char 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9: --f Char 
end CHAR 
param ITEM 
sort Item 
end ITEM 
PrOC LIST-OF (ITEM) 
sort List 
generators 
the empty list: + List 
add-to_ : Item * List + List 
operations 
first: List + Item 
tail : List + List 
predicate 
_is empty: List 
preconditions 
first: first(L) is defined when L is empty is false 
tail: tail(L) is defined when L is empty is false 
axioms 
empty1 : the empty list is empty is true 
empty2: (add i to L) is empty is false 
first: first (add i to L) = i 
tail : tail (add i to L) = L 
where 
i : Item, L : List 
end LIST-OF 
PrOC NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (ITEM) 
sort List 
generators 
_ : Item + List 
add-to_: Item * List+ List 
operations 
first: List + Item 
tail : List + List 
predicate 
_is a singleton : List 
precondition 
tail: tail(L) is defined when L is a singleton is false 
axioms 
sing1 : i is a singleton is true 
sing2: (add i to L) is a singleton is false 
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first1 : first(i) = i 
first2: Iirst(add i to L) = i 
tail : tail(add i to L) = L 
where 
i : Item, L : List 
end NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF 
proc SET-OF (ITEM) 
sort Set 
generators 
the empty set: + Set 
_plus_ : Set * Item + Set 
predicate 
-belongs to_ : Item * Set 
axioms 
btl : i belongs to the empty set is false 
bt2:i = i’+i belongs to (S plus i’) is true 
bt3 : i # i’Ji belongs to (S plus i’) = i belongs to S 
where 
i, i’: Item, S:Set 
end SET-OF 
A.2. Speci$cations part of the UNIX case study 
spec ~~RtzcToRy as TREE-WITH-PATH (FILE) 
renaming 
Tree into Directory 
_is a path to a tree in_ into _is a path to a directory in_ 
end DIRECTORY 
SpeC FILE 
use NAME,LI~T-OF(~HAR) 
renaming List into Content 
sort File 
generator 
(_. _) : Name * Content -P File 
operations 
the name of: File + Name 
the content of: File- Content 
axioms 
na:the name of (n.c)=n 
co: the content of (n.c) = c 
where 
n : Name, c: Content 
end FILE 
SPWGEN-NAME 
"Se NAME 
sort Gen-name 
generators 
_ : Name + Gen-name 
: + Gen-name 
--) Gen-name 
end CEN-NAME 
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spec GEN-PATH 23s LIST-OF(GEN-NAME) 
renaming 
List into Gen-path 
add-to_ into _/_ 
the empty list into the empty gen-path 
end GEN-PATH 
param LEAF 
"se NAME 
sort Leaf 
operation 
the name of: Leaf + Name 
end LEAF 
spec NAME as NON-EMPTY-LIST-~F(CHAR) 
renaming List into Name 
operation 
‘root’ : --f Name 
end NAME 
spec NAME-SET as SET-OF (NAME) 
renaming Set into Name-set 
end NAME-SET 
proc ONE-USER-VIEW (the home directory: + Path) 
forget 
(_ _) : System * Path + User-view, 
root, _plus the file-added under_, _plus the directory-added under_, 
-plus-added under_, -pruned at_, 
(_ ._): Name * Forest + Directory, the empty forest, 
_plus_ : Forest * (File u Directory) + Forest 
use SYSTEM 
sort User-view 
generator 
(_. _) : System * Path + User-view 
operations 
the system of: User-view+ System 
pwd : User-view+ Path 
cd : User-view + User-view 
cd: User-view * Path + User-view 
Is : User-view + Name-set 
Is : User-view * Path + Name-set 
mkdir: User-view * Path + User-view 
rmdir: User-view * Path + User-view 
“Add here other UNIX commands.” 
preconditions 
uv: (S p) is defined when 
p is a path to a directory in S 
& the home directory is a path to a directory in S 
cd : cd ((S. p), p’) is defined when 
p’ is a path to a directory in S 
Is : Is ((S.p), p’) is defined when 
p’ is an existing path of S 
mkdir: mkdir ((S.p), p’) is defined when 
p’ is a name is false 
81 S plus the directory (the last name of p’. the empty forest) 
added under the first part of p’ is defined 
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rmdir: rmdir ((S.p), p’) is defined 
when p’ # p & p’ is a name is false 
& p’ is a path to a directory in S is true 
& the content of the object at p’ in S is empty is true 
axioms 
sys : the system of (S. p) = S 
pwd : pwd(S. p) = p 
cdl : cd(S. p) = (S. the home directory) 
cd2:cd ((S.p),p’)=(S.p’) 
Is1 : Is(S. p) = the name set of the object at p in S 
is2 : the object at p’ in S is a Directory 
+ls((S.p),p’) = the name set of the object at p’ in S 
1~3 :the object at p’ in S is a File 
+ls((S.p), p’) = the empty set plus the last name of p’ 
mkdir:mkdir((S.p), p’) 
= S plus the directory 
(the last name of p’.the empty forest) 
added under the first part of p’ 
rmdir: rmdir((S.p), p’) = S pruned at p’ 
where 
proc ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS (the home directory:+Path) 
forget actual-path, aux-actual-path, _ + _ 
use ONE-USER-VIEW (the home directory: + Path), GEN-PATH 
operations 
actual-path : User-view * Gen-path + Path 
cd: User-view * Gen-path+ User-view 
Is : User-view * Gen-path + Name-set 
mkdir: User-view * Gen-path+ User-view 
rmdir :User-view * Gen-path + User-view 
“Add here other UNIX commands where each argument of sort Path 
is replaced by an argument of sort Gen-path” 
_ + _ : Path * Name + Path 
aux-actual-path : System * Path * Gen-path + Path u {wrong-path) 
preconditions 
act: actual-path (uv, gp) is defined when 
gp is empty is false & aux-actual-path (the system of uv, pwd(uv), gp) is a Path is true 
cd: cd(uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & cd(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
Is : Is (uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & Is(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
mkdir: mkdir(uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & mkdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
rmdir: rmdir(uv, gp) is defined when 
actual-path (uv, gp) is defined & rmdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) is defined 
axioms 
cd: cd(uv, gp) = cd(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
Is: Is(uv, gp) = Is(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
mkdir: mkdir(uv, gp) = mkdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
rmdir: rmdir(uv, gp) = rmdir(uv, actual-path (uv, gp)) 
plus1 :p is a name is true* p+n = p/n 
plus2 : p is a name is false 
+ p+n = the first name of p/(the last part of p+n2) 
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act1 : first(gp) = ‘root’ 
+ actual-path (uv, gp) = aux-actual-path (the system of uv, ‘root’, tail(gp)) 
act2: first(gp)#‘root’ 
3 actual-path (uv, gp) = aux-actual-path (the system of uv, pwd(uv), gp) 
auxl : gp is empty is true & p is an exispng path of S is false 
=+ aux-actual-path(S, p, gp) = wrong-path 
aux2 : gp is empty is true & p is an existing path of S is true 
+ aux-actual-path(S, p, gp) = p 
aux3:gp is empty is false & p is a path to a directory in S is false 
3 aux-actual-path(S, p, gp) = wrong-path 
aux4:gp is empty is false 81 p is a path to a directory in S is true 
+ [first(gp) = .+ aux-actual-path (S, p, gp) = aux-actual-path (S, p, tail(gp))] 
& [first(gp) =. & p is a name is false 
3 aux-actual-path (S, p. gp) = aux-actual-path (S, the first part of p, tail(gp))] 
& [first(gp) = . 81 p is a name is true “p = ‘roof”’ 
+ aux-actual-path (S, p, gp) = aux-actual-path (S, ‘root’, tail(gp))] 
& [first (gp)#.% first(gp)#. . 
+ aux-actual-path (S, p, gp) = aux-actual-path (S, p+first(gp), tail(gp))] 
where 
uv : User-view, S : System, p : Path, gp : Gen-path, n : Name 
end ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH&EN-PATHS 
spec PATH as NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (NAME) 
renaming 
List into Path 
add-to_ into _/_ 
first into the first name of 
tail into the last part of 
_is a singleton into _is a name 
operations 
the first part of: Path --* Path 
the last name of: Path + Name 
precondition 
fp: the first part of p is defined when p is a name is false 
axioms 
fpl : p is a name is false + the first part of (n/p) = n/the first part of p 
fp2:p is a name is true 3 the first part of (n/p) = n 
In1 : the last name of n = n 
In2 : the last name of (n/p) = the last name of p 
where 
n : Name, p : Path 
end PATH 
Spec SYSTEM 
“Se DIRECTORY 
sort System 
generators 
root: --f System 
-plus the file-added under_: System * File * Path+ System 
-plus the directory-added under_ : System * Directory * Path+ System 
operation 
_ : System + Directory “Sysrems inherit from directories” 
preconditions 
plusf: S plus the file F added under p is defined when 
p is a path to a directory in S & the name of F# ‘root’ 
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& [the name of F belongs to the name set of (the object at p in S) is false 
OR the son of (the object at p in S) named (the name of F) is a File is true] 
plusd: S plus the directory D added under p is defined when 
p is a path to a directory in S is true & the name of D# ‘root’ 
& the name of D belongs to the name set of (the object at p in S) is false 
axioms 
root: root = (‘root’ the empty forest) 
plusf: S plus the file F added under p = S plus F added under p 
plusd : S plus the directory D added under p = S plus D added under p 
where 
p: Path, S : System, F: File, D: Directory 
end SYSTEM 
TREE 
Use 
sorts Forest 
(_ _) : Name * Forest + Tree 
the empty forest: + 
_plus_ : * u + 
operations 
name Tree Name 
content Tree--t 
the set Forest Name-set 
name of: + 
the of-named_ Tree Name Leaf Tree 
the named_ : Forest * Name + Forest 
_is Forest 
son: son T n defined n to name of 
na:thenameof(n.F)=n 
the of . F) = F 
less1 : F is empty + F less the object named n = F 
less2 : n = the name of LT 
+ (F plus LT) less the object named n = F less the object named n 
less3 : # name LT 
(F LT) the named = less object n LT 
nsl : the name set of the empty forest = the empty set 
ns2: the name of LT belongs to the name set of F 
+ the name set of (F plus LT) = the name set of F 
ns3 : the name of LT belongs to the name set of F is false 
+ the name set of (F plus LT) = the name set of F plus the name of LT 
ns4: the name set of T= the name set of the content of T 
son1 : n’= the name of LT 3 the son of (n F plus LT) named n’= LT 
son2 : n’# the name of LT 
+ the son of (n F plus LT) named n’= the son of (n . F) named n’ 
isel : the empty forest is empty is true 
ise2: (F plus LT) is empty is false 
where 
n, n’: Name, L: Leaf, T: Tree, F: Forest, LT : Leaf u Tree 
end TREE 
PrOC TREE-WITH-PATH (LEAF) 
“Se TREE (LEAF), PATH 
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operations 
the object at-in_ : Path * Tree + Leaf u Tree 
_plus_ added under_ : Tree * (Leaf u Tree) * Path + Tree 
-pruned at_ : Tree * Path + Tree 
predicates 
_is an existing path of_ : Path * (Leafu Tree) 
_is a path to a tree in_: Path * Tree 
preconditions 
obj : the object at p in T is defined when p is an existing path of T 
plus:T plus LT added under p is defined when p is a path to a tree in T 
prun : T pruned at p is defined when 
p is a name is false & p is an existing path of T is true 
axioms 
exist1 : nl is an existing path of T iff nl = the name of T 
exist2: nl/n2 is an existing path of T 
iff nl = the name of T & n2 belongs to the name set of T 
exist3 : n2 belongs to the name set of T is false 
3 nl/n2/p is an existing path of T is false 
exist4: n2 belongs to the name set of T 
=S nl/n2/p is an existing path of T 
iff nl = the name of T & n2/p is an existing path of the son of T named n2 
path: p is a path to a tree in T 
iff p is an existing path of T & the object at p in T is a Tree 
obj : the object at nl in T= T “due to the preconditions, nl is the name of T” 
obj2: the object at nl/p in T 
= the object at p in the son of T named (the first name of p) 
plus1 : T plus LT added under nl = (nl the content of T plus LT) 
plus2 : T plus LT added under nl/n2 
= T pruned at nl/n2 
plus (the object at nl/n2 in T plus LT added under n2) 
added under nl 
plus3 :T plus LT added under nl/n2/p 
= T pruned at nl/n2 
plus (the object at nl/n2 in T plus LT added under n2/p) 
added under nl 
prunl : T pruned at nl/n2 = (nl the content of T less the object named n2) 
prun2:T pruned at nl/n2/p 
= T pruned at nl/n2 
where 
plus (the object at nl/n2 in T pruned at n2/p) 
added under nl 
T: Tree, LT: Leaf u Tree 
A.3. Glossary 
A.3.1. Sorts 
Char 
Content 
Directory 
File 
Forest 
Gen-name 
Gen-path 
CHAR 
FILE 
DIRECTORY 
FILE 
TREE (LEAF) 
GEN-NAME 
GEN-PATH 
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Item 
Leaf 
List 
List 
Name 
Name-set 
Path 
Set 
System 
Tree 
User-view 
ITEM 
LEAF 
LIST-OF (ITEM) 
NON-EMFI-Y-LIST-OF (ITEM) 
NAME 
NAME-SET 
PATH 
SET-OF (ITEM) 
SYSTEM 
TREE (LEAF) 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
A.3.2. Operations and predicates 
a,...,Z:+Char 
actual-path : User-view * Gen-path + Path 
add-to_ : Item * List -+ List 
add-to_ : Item * List+ List 
aux-actual-path: 
System * Path * Gen-path + Path u {wrong-path} 
cd: User-view --) User-view 
cd : User-view * Path * User-view 
cd : User-view * Gen-path + User-view 
first: List-, Item 
first: List--f Item 
Is: User-view + Name-set 
Is : User-view * Path + Name-set 
Is: User-view * Gen-path + Name-set 
mkdir : User-view * Path + User-view 
mkdir: User-view * Gen-path-t User-view 
pwd : User-view + Path 
rmdir: User-view * Path+ User-view 
rmdir : User-view * Gen-path + User-view 
root: + System 
tail : List -+ List 
tail : List + List 
the content of: File+ Content 
the content of: Tree + Forest 
the empty forest: + Forest 
the empty gen-path : --* Gen-Path 
the empty list: -* List 
the empty set: --f Set 
the first name of: Path + Name 
the first part of: Path+ Path 
the home directory: -j Path 
the home directory: -f Path 
the last name of: Path -) Name 
the last part of: Path + Path 
the name of: File+ Name 
the name of: Leaf + Name 
the name of: Tree + Name 
the name set of: Forest + Name-set 
the name set of: Tree + Name-set 
the object at _in_ : Path * Tree + Leaf u Tree 
the son of -named_ : Tree * Name + Leaf u Tree 
CHAR 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
LIST-OF (ITEM) 
NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (ITEM) 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
LIST-OF (ITEM) 
NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (ITEM) 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-(EN-PATHS 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
SYSTEM 
LIST-OF (ITEM) 
NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (ITEM) 
FILE 
TREE (LEAF) 
TREE (LEAF) 
GEN-PATH 
LIST-OF (ITEM) 
SET-OF (ITEM) 
PATH 
PATH 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
ONE-USER-VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
PATH 
PATH 
FILE 
LEAF 
TREE (LEAF) 
TREE (LEAF) 
TREE (LEAF) 
TREE-WITH-PATH (LEAF) 
TREE (LEAF) 
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the system of: User-view + System 
0, . ,9 : + Char 
‘root’ : + Name 
+ Gen-name 
: + Gen-name 
(_ _): Name * Content--f File 
(_ . _): System * Path + User-view 
(_ . _) : Name * Forest + Tree 
_: Item + List 
_: Name+ Gen-name 
_: System + Directory 
-belongs to_ : Item * Set 
_is an existing path of_ : Path * (Leaf u Tree) 
_is a name: Path 
_is a path to a tree in_: Path * Tree 
_is a path to a directory in_ : Path * Directory 
_is a singleton : List 
_is empty: Forest 
_is empty : List 
-less the object named_ : Forest * Name + Forest 
-plus_ : Set * Item -+ Set 
_plus_ : Forest * (Leaf u Tree) --t Forest 
-plus-added under_ : 
Tree * (Leaf u Tree) * Path + Tree 
-plus the file-added under_ : 
System * File * Path + System 
-plus the directory-added under_ : 
System * Directory * Path-t System 
-pruned at_ : Tree * Path + Tree 
_ + _ : Path * Name -+ Path 
_/_ : Gen-name * Gen-path + Gen-path 
_/_ : Name * Path + Path 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
CHAR 
NAME 
GEN-NAME 
GEN-NAME 
FILE 
ONE-USER-VIEW 
TREE (LEAF) 
NON-EMPTY-LIST-OF (ITEM) 
GEN-NAME 
SYSTEM 
SET-OF (ITEM) 
TREE-WITH-PATH (LEAF) 
PATH 
TREE-WITH-PATH (LEAF) 
DIRECTORY 
NON-EMF’TY-LIST-OF (ITEM) 
TREE (LEAF) 
LIST-OF (ITEM) 
TREE (LEAF) 
SET-OF (ITEM) 
TREE (LEAF) 
TREE-WITH-PATH (LEAF) 
SYSTEM 
SYSTEM 
TREE-WITH-PATH (LEAF) 
ONE-“SER.VIEW-WITH-GEN-PATHS 
GEN-PATH 
PATH 
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